
We are in the midst of State
propaganda about WW1. On
11 November the  UK
establishment marked
Remembrance Day, with
David Cameron planning
some fifty million quid worth
of festivities “like the
Diamond Jubilee
celebrations” (his words).

Here are some images from
Verdun that Cameron and
his ilk will be trying very hard
not to remember.

A hellscape where for a
kilometre and a half in every
direction the shells and
mustard gas have shattered
every...  tree to splinters,
seared away every seed of
grass and churned the earth
to mud. No colours remain
but brown slurry and black
smoke and red streaks of
blood and gore where a pack

horse has been hit by the
blast and its innards
smeared over the area.
Much of the trench network
has been obliterated by
shells, leaving craters thirty
feet wide which are then
blasted with still more shells
over and over again until
they are no longer bowls but
weird, disorienting gouges in
the earth. The rain mingles
with the mustard gas residue
and pools in the bottom of
these craters, poisoning the
earth and anyone desperate
enough to drink from them.
Many drink anyway: it has
been so long since water
arrived from the supply lines.
You cower, soaked and
shivering, in it because
raising yourself up would
mean death or injury by
bullets or flying shrapnel -
perhaps even skewered by a
jagged shard of bone

hurtling through the air from
another blast. The mutilated
corpses of soldiers - perhaps
your own childhood friends
serving in your own unit, as
was the custom - have rolled
down the slopes of each
crater and come to rest in
the water, becoming bloated
and rotten and giving the
water a greasy texture along
with the stench of death.
Abandoning this crater for
the next would be suicide
and the next holds just as
many corpses. So many
corpses. In many places the
living squat or lay atop a
carpet of their forebears:
their boots sinking into the
putrefied bodies, a freezing
slush of filth welling up
around them. There is
nowhere for you to go. All
you can do is lay here
among the dead and wait to
see if you will join them. Your

clothes have been clogged
with shit and piss for more
than a week, but you cannot
see it under the mud and the
smell is masked at all times
by the stink of rotting
corpses. And all the while
the lice feed on you as you
watch the maggots feed on
your friends.

You and a million more will
strew your guts across this
ground because the
generals involved explicitly
seek to kill as many people
as possible in order to
demoralise and destabilise
each others’ societies: a
pioneering tactic they called
“bleeding” or “attrition” but
known more commonly to us
today as “terrorism”. The
primary objective was never
to seize control of Verdun,
but to murder ordinary
people. The class that
dreamed up Verdun, and its
spokespeople like Cameron
today, will always see
ordinary people of any nation
as tools to be used - even
when that use is merely to
be butchered for political
ends. Remember that.

The Hellscape of War by Ally Black

Learn Direct Action by E-Cap

Demonstrators mobilised by Edinburgh Campaign Against Poverty on October 9th,
shut down workfare contractor Learndirect, as the company cancelled its session for
jobseekers forced onto the government’s compulsory work-for-your-benefits pro-
gramme.   Learndirect’s office in Conference House, Morrison Street was besieged
by around 60 protesters denouncing the slave labour schemes.   Learndirect

are owned by giant private
equity firm LDC, in turn
part of . Lloyds Banking
Group, and are providers
for both the Community
Work Placements and
Mandatory Work Activity
schemes. Time for actions
elsewhere in Scotland.
edinburghagainstpoverty.org.uk

[pic by GAC]
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13th Nov: Fast food
speaker at STUC Wood-
lands Rd.,Glasgow at 7.
15th Nov: IWW Scottish
Assembly in Edinburgh.
22nd Nov IWW Delegate
meeting Birmingham.
29th Nov: STUC Anti-
racist March leaves
Glasgow Green at 10.30.
30th Nov: Anti-Trident
rally at Faslane at Noon.
30th Nov: John McLean
rally, Pollokshaws at 1.
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Perth is not an easy place to
organise in. Or, to be precise,
it is not an easy place for the
radical left to organise in. A
geo-political glimpse of Perth
would show a city that has
been historically a stronghold
of the Tories and has now
moved onto the SNP. This shift
should be shown to anyone
who is still under any illusions
of the SNP’s ‘left’ credentials.
   However, the common
stereotype of Perth as a rural
city of the middle-class is far
from the truth. Even though
Perth certainly has a great
deal of wealth in comparison
to nearby Dundee, the
Financiers still need somebody
to clean their offices and the
commuters still need service
workers to provide their
McMuffins at 5 in the morning.
   As an activist with the Radical
Independence (RI) movement
in Perth, I witnessed working-
class engagement with ideas
that do not fit in with the neo-
liberal consensus. On people’s
doorsteps in areas like Fairfield
and Letham, people didn’t want
to discuss currency  or keeping
the queen; they
overwhelmingly wanted to talk
about a living wage, an end to
fuel poverty and saving the
NHS from Tory cuts.
   The Radical Independence
movement was able to mobilize
over 1000 activists in a single
day as part of our mass
canvass and over 3000 people
are expected to attend an
upcoming RI conference later
this month.
   Whilst it is plain to see that
not all activists within the
movement are committed to
the idea of working-class
control of the means of
production or the need for
direct action by workers; this
movement still has the potential
to be one of the largest
movements the radical left has
produced in Scotland for years.
   Whether you are a unionist, a
Yes-voter or an anti-
parliamentarian; I urge you to
get involved with this grass-
roots movement to fight against
the Westminster austerity-
driven  consensus and fight for
a fairer Scotland, as well as
furthering the IWW’s profile.
by Scott L

Nation or Class - a revolutionary
perspectiveby #FW Murneau

There were working class
demands from the start of the
Scottish independence
referendum and these
demands only continued to
grow as it neared to the time
of the vote. Many parties of
the so-called left began to
appeal to these demands and
desires of the working class.
But why was this and why
now?

To answer this, we have to
look at the wider picture of the
current period of capitalism. At
the moment, we are in the
death agony of capitalism as
the crisis 2008 continues from
it’s source in the 1970s, when
we had our first independence
debate. This appeal to the
nation-state is an effect that
capitalist crisis generates.  A
crisis in capitalism leads to a
crisis in the state, and this is
what has spurred on these
events.

It was plainly evident that
appealing to the fears and
dreams of the working class
was one of the main tactics in
this whole campaign. The
people most likely to have
voted Yes were those of the
lower income brackets, and
those who voted No the
inverse. Both Glasgow and
Dundee were Yes voters,
areas of poverty and
traditionally home to the most
militant and class conscious
sections of the proletariat.

RATE OF PROFIT

The problem for these parties
is that the time of welfare
states has long since eclipsed
in the face of the continuing
international capitalist crisis.
Ever since the late 1970s
capitalism has been in a deep
decline as the post-war
reconstruction period ended, a
period when the rate of profit
was high enough to allow for
concessions to the working
class in the form of a welfare
state. The rate of profit since
the ending of this period has
declined, in part due to the
increasing efficiency of
production with the resultant
increase in costs of constant
capital in the most advanced
capitalist states.

This crisis of capitalism in the

1970s resulted in the eventual
collapse of the soviet union
because it could not transition
quick enough in an effectual
way to the new demands
being placed upon the
economy, and started the
collapse of traditional welfare
states in western Europe.
Capital had to be free to move
abroad to find new areas of
investment where the rate of
profit was higher. But we have
reached a point where even
capital movement and
financial concealment is no
longer a solution. The
financial crisis of 2008 only
revealed that capitalism has
been stuttering along on
fictional profits. Everywhere
across the board traditional
capitalist welfare states
austerity programs are being
enacted, not because of some
ideological reason, or
because bankers are greedy,
or corporations are bad, or
because politicians are
corrupt, but because this is
the only way for capital to
continue to function.

RUSH FOR VOTES

While these “socialist” parties

and groups were already far
from the communist
movement and of working
class struggle, they more
openly abandoned all
pretences of revolution and
succumbed out right to
opportunism. For most a
slightly better form of
capitalism is preferable than
for arguing for the abolition of
capital itself and the chance
for a real solution. Some
groups, such as the
International Socialist Group’s
(ISG)  and it’s front
organisation, the Radical
Independence Campaign
(also the Scottish Left Project)
followed this model by
succumbing outright to the
SNP and bourgeois
democracy.  This trend
continues in the wake of the
failed Yes campaign, and all
those “socialist” parties who
were in tow of the SNP, such
as Tommy Sheridan outright
telling people to just vote the
SNP over his own  party and
over any working class
autonomy.  Now that the
Labour party are predicated to
collapse in Scotland, all of
these groups are  now be

by Susan D

Here I am in Scotland, getting
first-hand knowledge of
public sector employment,
and coming to find out that it
is almost identical to
conditions I came to know so
well as a child care worker in
the United States of America,
for more than 30 years.

This includes what it means
to be a member of a
mainstream union.
Fortunately, I was also a
member of the Industrial
Workers of the World, so
when I participated in the
work of United Auto Workers
local 2322 (comprised of
child care, social service, and
college dormitory workers,
and university teaching
assistants) I didn’t hesitate to
bring my IWW analysis and
perspective to discussions
and votes. But even so, all of
us in the local, even the more

militant ones, were up
against the same issues and
tepid union responses that
public sector workers face
here in the UK.

In this situation, as with all
our confrontations within the
capitalist system, the power
of the status quo is extreme.
This is taken for granted
within the hierarchy of the
business union, where going
along is the route to getting
along. But our radical
organisations, including the
IWW, are also too inclined to
take a simplistic approach to
organising, and for basically
the same reason: the belief
that it is our job is to serve
the working class. This
inevitably leads to
discouragement and apathy,
since it makes us lose sight
of analysis and insight into
why and how capitalism pits

There is a Cure for the
Business Union Blues

Dundee, Reform Street demo versus workfair sanctions

Community Action?
Inside the Radical Independ-
ence Campaign in April ‘14,
there was a strategy to
create Community Solidarity
Groups alongside Voter
Registration & campaigning.
This was sabotaged  in
Glasgow & elsewhere, by
the leadership of the RIC,
the ISG, forming a pact with
the SNP, suspending a
Glasgow South member and
subordinating mobilisation in
working class estates to har-
vesting passive Yes votes.

The Spirit of
Revolt    by Keith

    In November we remem-
ber, applies to the IWW.
Issue 1760 of Industrial
Worker pp6-7 listed all the
hundreds of members of the
IWW killed by the State or
vigilantes, mostly before
1938. A chilling lbut
inspirational record. In
history, film and song, the
IWW continues to inspire
radicalised workers to adopt
& adapt “wobbly” ways of
organising. Today’s
“hobos”, may not jump rail
cars, but they live in a
“precarious” world where
the Bosses seek to under-
mine security & terms of
employment. Joining the
IWW is one way to keep that
spirit alive. More crucial, is
to infuse protests, strikes &
resistance with a sense of
revolt & vitality that spreads
far & wide beyond the IWW
as an Organisation.  For one
big union of resistance.

vying for the lucrative position
as the party of the working
class, the SNP included.

NATION TRUMPS CLASS

The subsumption of
proletarian struggle to
bourgeois parties and
bourgeois political activity will,
and has many times in the
past, lead to a negation of any
real possibility of revolutionary
activity by the working class
for the working class. If the
working class wants to have
any changes in it’s own
condition then it has to carry

these out themselves.
Participation in the bourgeois
political system only
legitimatises said system and
obscures the real nature of
bourgeois politics.

These parties are the dead
weight to any real change
and improvement in the lives
of those who demand it.
These parties and ideologues
seek only to chain the
working class to the same
bourgeois political system
that has consistently failed to
provide any meaningful
change.

Edinburgh IWW picket ten years ago

members of our class against
each other.

There is a way out of this
morass. Curing the business
union blues, which can afflict
any of us engaged in labour
organising, requires
simultaneous and
interdependent actions.

These include deciding to
reject top-down theory and
practice; creating structures
for collectively planned and
implemented actions both at
the workplace and in the
streets; maintaining
communication, coord-
ination, and cooperation of
our organisations at the local,
regional, and international
level; and regularly evaluating
our work as a reflection of our
revolutionary principles.

They are all critical elements
in the building of a global
movement for bringing an end
to the capitalist system— the
only path toward achieving
our full rights as fellow
workers.

Check these out:
* Youtube footage of IWW
Immanuel Ness and Dave
Douglass public meetings, in
July & September in Glasgow

* Spirit of Revolt archive with
digital scans added online

* Glasgow Solidarity Network
glasgowsolnet.wordpress.com

* Common Good Fund  at
Citystrols website

* WorkPeoples College July 2014
Berlin, report in IWW Scotland

Write for Strike
Back! and distribute

locally:     IWW          contact
westscotland@iww.org.uk
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If one book embodies the
IWW spirit, it is surely the
“Little Red Song Book”,
Songs to Fan the Flames of
Discontent. Yes – the
Wobblies’ ‘little red book’ is
not a volume of abstract
political theory, nor of
authoritarian rules and
regulations, but of songs,
small and portable enough
to fit in a jacket or overall
pocket. It was born in
Spokane, Washington State,
in 1909, just 4 years after
the IWW itself, and has now
reached its 38th edition (and
is still only $5.00 from

Chicago HQ!). Some
editions are freely available
online:
Joe Hill Memorial Ed
(1916): http://
www.musicanet.org/
robokopp/iww.html
15th Ed (1919): https://
archive.org/details/
SongsOfTheWorkers15thEd
32nd Ed (1968): https://
archive.org/details/Songs Of

The WorkersTo Fan
TheFlamesOfDiscontent
36th Ed (1995, with music):
https://archive.org/details/
TheLittleRedSongBook
The early IWW was a
‘singing union’. There were
several reasons for this.
Many early members in the
USA were not native English-
speakers, and song served
to express the union’s
message simply, directly and
memorably. As Joel
Hägglund (a Swede who
wrote under the pen-name

Everybody’s Joining It
(words: Joe Hill, 1912; tune: Irving Berlin, 1911)

Fellow workers, can’t you hear,
There is something in the air.

Everywhere you walk everybody talks ’Bout the IWW
They have got a way to strike That the master doesn’t like —
Everybody sticks, That’s the only trick,  All are joining now.

CHORUS:”Everybody’s joining it, joining what?
Joining it!”Everybody’s joining it, joining what? Joining it!

One Big Union, that’s the workers’ choice,
One Big Union, that’s the only choice,”One Big Union, that’s

the only noise, One Big Union, shout with all your voice;
Make a noise, make a noise, make a noise, boys,

Everybody’s joining it, joining what? Joining it!
Everybody’s joining it, joining what? Joining it!

Joining in this union grand, Boys and girls in every land;
All the workers hand in hand — Everybody’s joining it now.

The Boss is feeling mighty blue,He don’t know just what to do.
We have got his goat, got him by the throat,

Soon he’ll work or go starving. Join IWW
Don’t let bosses trouble you, Come and join with us —

Everybody does —You’ve got nothing to lose.
CHORUS

Will the One Big Union Grow
Mister Bonehead wants to know.

Well! What do you think, of that funny gink,
Asking such foolish questions? Will it grow?

Well! Look a here, Brand new locals everywhere,
Better take a hunch,”Join the fighting bunch,

Fight for Freedom and Right.
CHORUS

contrafactum (or what’s now
called ‘filk’) – existing
melodies to which new
words were set: and these
tunes were lifted from the
music halls, tin-pan alley, the
folk tradition, and
evangelical hymns.

In future articles, I’m
going to focus on writers and
songs in greater detail, but
since 19 November 2014 will
mark the 99th anniversary of
his execution (so we need to
start planning for his
centenary!), I’ll just say a
little here about ‘Joe Hill’.
Joel Emmanuel Hägglund
was born in 1879, in Gävle,
Sweden, and shot by firing
squad in Salt Lake City,
Utah, 36 years later, for a
crime he did not commit. A
talented musician and
cartoonist, he emigrated to
the US in his early 20s, but
spent his adult life as a
labourer and Free Speech
campaigner, mainly in
California. His complete
songs are available online:
http://www.folkarchive.de/
hill.html
He used a wide variety of
tunes, from Irving Berlin’s
popular rag, Everybody’s
Doing It (for IWW
recruitment song Every-
body’s Joining It – that’s one
it would be fun to revive!), to
hymns such as There is
Power in the Blood (forThere
is Power in a Union), and
The Sweet Bye-and-Bye for
his tour-de-force, The
Preacher and the Slave. This
last, satirising religious types
who prey (and pray) upon
the needy,  gave us the
phrase, “You’ll get pie in
the sky when you die” –
Yes, that’s a Wobbly invent-
ion, and still useful to deploy!
       More on Joe next time…

‘Joe Hill’) wrote, “a pamphlet
is never read more than
once, but a song is learnt by
heart and repeated over and
over”. Singing raised morale
on the picket lines, in the
face of the brutality and
attempts at repression which
recurred in early Wobbly
history. But, most of all, they
sang for the love of it. The
IWW attracted creative free
spirits, whose imaginations
were kindled by the idea of
framing the Wobbly ethic in
verse, and setting the words
to music. Some were wholly
original, but most were

Songs to Fan the Flames
 Part I      by ‘Mary Hill’

Wherever you are - you can join the
One Big Union - The Industrial

Workers of the World
IWW  P.O.B. 7593. Glasgow G42 2EX

Edinburgh IWW Branch  edinburgh@iww.org.uk
Clydeside IWW Branch  clydeside@iww.org.uk
Aberdeen IWW group aberdeen@iww.org.uk

for Tayside,Forth Valley, Fife & Borders:
eastscotland@iww.org.uk

for Dumfries, Inverness & Clyde Coast
westscotland@iww.org.uk

Scottish Education Workers Network
sewn@gmail.com

CCN    callcentrenetwork@gmail.com

On Facebook under
Clydeside IWW and
Edinburgh wobbly

IWW Scotland in wordpress

IWW members from around
Aberdeen and Aberdeen-

shire met up on the 2nd
October, with a view to

Arise Ye ‘Dons turning the group into an
official branch.  We went

over the administrative
issues required, and

appointed a comms rep and
secretary to get things

moving Various local issues
were discussed, along with
events we could potentially

participate in. We had a
good natter about Wobbly

history too. There’s a lot of
energy and enthusiasm in

the group, if you’d like to
come along to meet us,

we’re meeting at 6pm on
the first Thursday of each

month at  Archie Simpson’s
pub in Castlegait.




